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Abstract
     Have you ever thought, “This bridge may not be here next time 
I come?” Will a free floating bridge hold better than a rigid 
mounted bridge in an earthquake? If the bridge mount design 
used is made with a rigid joint and a ball joint then the ball joint 
mount will receive the least amount of damage because it has the 
most give and take to move with the earth. The purpose of this 
project is to see if a bridge mount design can decrease the 
damage in a strong earthquake. 
    Build a free floating bridge by drilling holes in the Purlin and  
Angle iron to mount the bridge span. Using bolts install the Ball 
joints by bolting them to the angle iron and then to the Purlin. 
Then screw angle iron to 2X4’s. Then build the rigid mounted 
bridge in the same manner.
     With the free floating bridge on full throttle using the phone it 
was 0.1 every time. The static readings were the same on the free 
floating and ridged bridge. The free floating was 1.3 on the tablet 
and 0.3 on the phone. The rigid mounted ones were 2.1 on the 
tablet and 0.1 on the phone. This experiment showed that the 
seismic readings will show the vibrations on both styles of 
mounted bridges. If I were to do this again I would try to find an 
object that will create the primary wave simulation to test the 
bridge mounts. 2
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Question

4

Will a free floated 
bridge hold better 
than a rigid mounted 
bridge in an 
earthquake?



Purpose

5

  Have you ever been driving over a bridge and thought, “this 

bridge may not be here next time I come?” There are multiple 

bridge designs that are strong.  In any 24 hour period there can be 

30 to 40 earthquakes around the world. Earthquakes of larger 

sizes can be destructive to any structures in the area including 

bridges. Most damage to bridges occurs at the mounting position 

to the earth. The design of the bridge mount should prevent 

severe damages during an earthquake. The purpose of this project 

is to see if a bridge mount design can decrease the damage in a 

strong earthquake.



Hypothesis

6

If the bridge mount design used are made with 

a rigid joint and a ball joint then the ball joint 

mount will receive the least amount of damage 

because it has the most give and take to move 

with the earth.



Materials List
1.  Cutter
2. Drill
3. Angle iron
4. C purlin
5. Ball joint
6. 8 bolts with nuts and screws
7. Wrench
8. Allen wrench
9. 2 X 4

10. 2 X 8
11. Screwdriver
12. Generator
13. Camera
14. Notebook
15. Pencil
16. Timer 
17. Tablet
18. Phone
19. Vibration Meter app
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Procedures

1. Gather Materials.
2. Build Free Floating Bridge

a. Using a chop saw cut two pieces of angle iron into 18 inch sticks.
b. Cut one piece of C Purlin at 18 inches
c. On the angle iron, mark two holes one from each end at 2 inches.  

Take the angle iron to the drill press
d. Drill each mark out .
e. Clamp the Angle iron to the C Purlin. 
f. Drill the holes in the C Purlin

g. Turn all pieces over and mark A and B to align the bridge pieces. 
h. Drill two holes in top of the C Purlin
i. Thread a Zip Tie through the holes loosely.  This is to keep the 

Electronic Devices from vibrating off of the bridge during testing.
j. Using wood screws, screw the two angle iron pieces to the 2X8.

k. Using the ball joints and bolts.  Bolt the bridge span to the angle 
iron.  

3. To make the Rigid mounted bridge take out the ball joints.  Using bolts, 
bolt the bridge span directly to the angle iron.

4. Take static readings
a. Place the two devices on the bridge and on the direct mount.  

(The 2X8)
b. Take a reading on each device.
c. Trade places with the devices and take another reading
d. Record both readings for both devices.  This is your Static 

readings.
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 5.   Test the Free Floating Bridge.
a. Place each device either on the mount or on the 

bridge span.
b. Turn on the generator and allow it to run for 1 minute.
c. Take a reading from each device and record.
d. Trade places with the devices.
e. Allow to settle for 1 minute.
f. Take another reading. Record.

g. Continue testing in this same manner until you have 3 
readings for each device on the mount and 3 readings 
for each device on the bridge span.

6. Take out the ball joints.  Replace them with bolts.
7. Test the rigid mounted bridge using steps 5a through 5g.
8. Clean up shop
9. Put tools away
10. Make conclusion
11. Write reports
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Observations/ Journal 
Notes

     We took a static reading to compare. A static reading is a 
reading with no vibration so we can compare the difference. 
The readings on the tablet and the phone were a lot different. 
We discussed this could be from the surface area of the 
device. 
     The generator was walking around the floor because of the 
vibration. It was very loud. We also noticed the readings never 
stopped. When we were measuring the phone on full throttle it 
was exactly the same for every measurement on that test. 
     The mounted readings represent the earth where the bridge 
would be attached to the earth.  The Bridge Span readings are 
the readings taken on the actual bridge span.
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Data
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Tablet at Idle on the Bridge that is mounted with 
the Ball Joints  We call this Free Floating Bridge

Phone at Idle on the Bridge that is 
mounted with the Ball Joints  We 
call this Free Floating Bridge.

Static Readings - readings without any movement.
1.3 for Tablet 
0.3 for Phone

Tablet at Full Throttle on the Bridge 
that is mounted with the Ball Joints  
We call this Free Floating Bridge.

Phone at Full Throttle on the Bridge 
that is mounted with the Ball Joints  
We call this Free Floating Bridge.

Test On the Mount On the Bridge 
Span

1 6.5 5.8

2 4.8 5.4

3 8.8 5.6

All readings are recording Seismic activity using a seismic scale app on a tablet and a 
smartphone

Test On the Mount On the Bridge 
Span

1 1.0 .8

2 .8 .5

3 .7 .4

Test On the 
Mount

On the Bridge 
Span

1 7.8 5.6

2 4.2 4.5

3 5.7 7.0

Test On the 
Mount

On the Bridge 
Span

1 .1 .1

2 .1 .1

3 .1 .1
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Static Readings
Tablet Reading 2.1
Phone Reading 0.1

Tablet at Idle on the Bridge that is 
mounted directly.  We call this Rigid 
Mounted Bridge.

Phone at Idle on the Bridge that is 
mounted directly.  We call this Rigid 
Mounted Bridge.

Tablet at Full Throttle on the Bridge 
that is mounted directly.  We call 
this Rigid Mounted Bridge.

Phone at Full Throttle on the Bridge 
that is mounted directly.  We call 
this Rigid Mounted Bridge.

Test On the 
Mount

On the 
Bridge Span

1 5.5 5.2

2 5.2 5.7

3 6.3 6.4

Test On the Mount On the 
Bridge Span

1 .4 .4

2 .6 .5

3 1.0 .7

Test On the 
Mount

On the 
Bridge Span

1 5.9 5.1

2 5.0 4.4

3 4.7 4.8

Test On the 
Mount

On the 
Bridge Span

1 .1 .2

2 .1 .2

3 .1 .2



Research Report

      Have you ever been driving over a bridge and thought, “This bridge may not be here 
next time I come?” Will a free floating bridge hold better than a rigid mounted bridge in an 
earthquake? If the bridge mount design used is made with a rigid joint and a ball joint then 
the ball joint mount will receive the least amount of damage because it has the most give 
and take to move with the earth.
     There are multiple bridge designs that are strong.  In any 24 hour period there can be 
30 to 40 earthquakes around the world. Earthquakes of larger sizes can be destructive to 
any structures in the area including bridges. Most damage to bridges accrue at the 
mounting position to the earth. The design of the bridge mount should prevent severe 
damages during an earthquake. The purpose of this project is to see if a bridge mount 
design can decrease the damage in a strong earthquake. When I find out which works 
better it will make it to where places where earthquakes happen will have bridges that 
won't swing a lot or break in an earthquake.
     An earthquake generates seismic waves that pass through the ground. “As those 
waves pass near or underneath a bridge, it can move from side to side and up and down.” 
(CEA) The shaking a bridge experiences depends on how far it is from the fault and the 
soil under and around it.Seismic waves travel faster through hard rock than through softer 
rock and sediments like soil and sand. But as the waves pass from harder to softer rocks, 
they slow and their strength increases, so shaking is more intense where the ground is 
softer. However, even houses on hard rock, if they are close to the surface rupture, can 
also experience intense shaking and damage.  “Most bridges are monolithic systems 
made of concrete poured over forms that give the bridges their shape.” (Suresh Vandana) 
These bridges are strong enough to support their own weight and other loads, such as 
traffic. However, Sideris said if there is an unexpected occurrence of seismic activity, 
these structures could crack, and remedying the damage would be exorbitantly 
expensive. Bridges, particularly those in high-seismic regions, are vulnerable to damage 
and will need repairs at some point. But now the question is what kind of repairs should 
be used for different types and levels of damage.
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  “Bridges make travel faster and more convenient, but, in an earthquake, these structures 
are subject to forces that can cause extensive damage and make them unsafe.” ( Hybrid 
sliding-rocking bridge columns are more earthquake-resistant. HSR columns are a series 
of individual concrete segments held together by steel cables that allow for controlled 
sliding and rocking. This allows the columns to shift without damage, while 
post-tensioning strands ensure that at the end of an earthquake the columns are pushed 
back to their original position.
         When doing this project use the following materials: Cutter, 
Drill, Angle iron, C purlin, Ball joint, 8 bolts with nuts and screws. Wrench, Allen wrench, 2 
X 4, 2 X 8, Screwdriver, Generator, Camera, Notebook, Pencil, Timer, Tablet, Phone, and 
Vibration Meter app. You will use the majority to make the bridges. The app, camera, 
timer, tablet, and phone are used for testing. 
     First you need to build a free flowing bridge which is a bridge on ball joints meaning it 
can move. Drill holes in the Purlin and the Angle iron to mount the bridge span.  Using 
bolts install the Ball joints by plotting them first to the angle iron and then the opposite end 
to the Purlin. The angle iron is then screwed to 2X4’s.  (This can be seen in Diagram A)   
the 2X4’s are used to span the vibration device.  In this case a generator was used.

The second thing to be done is build the Rigid Mounted bridge.  This is done by 
drilling holes in the angle iron and the purlin.  Next the angle iron is screwed to the 2X4.  
The bolts are then secured through the angle iron and the C Purlin.  The bridge design is 
then ready for testing.

Testing was completed in multiple stages.  The testing was also completed on two 
different devices with a seismic reading app installed.  To take readings the bridges were 
set on the generator.  The generator was run at idle and at full throttle and readings were 
recorded for both devices.

 The generator was walking around the floor because of the vibration. It was very 
loud. We also noticed the readings never stopped. When we were measuring the phone 
on full throttle it was exactly the same for every measurement on that test. The free 
floating bridge on full throttle on the phone was 0.1 every time. 
  After doing this experiment I found that most of the results were the same with the 
phone, however, the tablet ones were different. With the free floating mounted bridge on 
full throttle using the phone it was 0.1 every time. The static readings were also the same 
on the free floating and ridged bridge. The free floating was 1.3 on the tablet and 0.3 on 
the phone. The rigid mounted ones were 2.1 on the tablet and 0.1 on the phone.
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     The biggest limitation of this project was availability of assistance. Since you have to 
use drills, weld, and other things you have to be supervised for it. When doing these 
things, you have to be supervised. It is hard to get done on time since you can't control 
when someone can help. Also because you can't control their work schedule.
     Bridge design is an important part of the safety needed to withstand an earthquake.  
This experiment showed that the seismic readings will show the vibrations on both styles 
of mounted bridges.  The hypothesis was correct because the free floating bridge 
absorbed the most vibrations. I would try to find an object that will create the primary 
wave simulation to test the bridge mounts. 
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Results
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Conclusion

Bridge design is an important part of the 
safety needed to withstand an earthquake.  
This experiment showed that the seismic 
readings will show the vibrations on both 
styles of mounted bridges.  The hypothesis 
was correct because the free floating bridge 
absorbed the most vibrations. If I were to 
repeat this project I would try to find an 
object that will create the primary wave 
simulation to test the bridge mounts. 
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Limitations

     The biggest limitation of this project was availability 
of assistance. Since you have to use drills, weld, and 
other things you have to be supervised for it.It is hard 
to get done on time since you can't control when 
someone can help. Also because you can't control 
their work schedule.  Another limitation is that there is 
not a simple way to simulate an earthquake. Many 
different things were looked into trying to find a 
vibration that would be close to this.  So without fancy 
equipment testing results may be slightly different.
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Take Away

In this project I learned 
that earthquakes usually 
only last 10 to 30 
seconds.  In this very 
short amount of time a lot 
of destruction can 
happen
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What I will do next

I would try to find an object that will create the primary wave 
simulation to test the bridge mounts. 
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